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Comments

- The event that is described in this paper is unique to my knowledge i.e. the occurrence of male and female siblings with different Mecp2 gene deletions.

- They have correctly stated that the male sibling must have his deletion on the maternal chromosome (minor comment - they have not shown whether the female sibling has inherited on the same chromosome or maternally as well).

- They have not adequately explained why a deletion of the Mecp2 gene in a male, can give rise to such a mild phenotype (they correctly state that mutated males have shown varied phenotype, but not that this could be related to the mutation type e.g. missense mutations - mild). A deletion would suggest a more severe phenotype.

- The results suggest that the male sibling may actually be mosaic for the deletion (a male will have half dosage of a non deleted female, but a deleted male will not be half dosage of a normal male, there would not be dosage at that locus and this would explain his mild phenotype). Therefore, the deletion has likely occurred de novo in him and the mother is not gonadally mosaic for this deletion.

- The authors have not fully detailed their reaction methods e.g. cycling conditions for the dosage analysis.

- There are a small number of grammatical errors in the abstract - "in the MECP2" - needs addition of "gene" and The non-shared de novo deletion" - "non identical de novo deletions"
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- Requests for the submission of the paper and the corresponding editor have been submitted.

- The priority for publication is high, and the paper will be published if space is available.

- The recommendation is to accept after minor revision (without re-review).

- The comments are confidential to the editor.

- The comments to editor include:
  - The event described in this paper is unique to my knowledge i.e. the occurrence of male and female siblings with different Mecp2 gene deletions.
  - The authors have correctly stated that the male sibling must have his deletion on the maternal chromosome (minor comment - they have not shown whether the female sibling has inherited on the same chromosome or maternally as well).
  - They have not adequately explained why a deletion of the Mecp2 gene in a male can give rise to such a mild phenotype (they correctly state that mutated males have shown varied phenotype, but not that this could be related to the mutation type e.g. missense mutations - mild). A deletion would suggest a more severe phenotype.
  - The results suggest that the male sibling may actually be mosaic for the deletion (a male will have half dosage of a non deleted female, but a deleted male will not be half dosage of a normal male, there would not be dosage at that locus and this would explain his mild phenotype). Therefore, the deletion has likely occurred de novo in him and the mother is not gonadally mosaic for this deletion.
  - The authors have not fully detailed their reaction methods e.g. cycling conditions for the dosage analysis.
  - There are a small number of grammatical errors in the abstract - "in the MECP2" - needs addition of "gene" and The non-shared de novo deletion" - "non identical de novo deletions"
- The event that is described in this paper is unique to my knowledge.

- My interpretation of your results suggest that the male sib may actually be mosaic for the deletion (A male will have half dosage of a non deleted female, but a deleted male will not be half dosage of a normal male, there would not be dosage at that locus and this would explain his mild phenotype). Therefore, the deletion has likely occurred de novo in him and the mother is not gonadally mosaic for this deletion. Do you agree or have I misinterpreted your results?

- Have you any evidence to show whether the female sib has inherited on the same chromosome or maternally as well?
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